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VIDEO ANALYSIS SOFTWARE
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SWING CATALYST
SOFTWARE
Swing Catalyst offers a comprehensive
and

powerful,

yet

affordable

video

analysis software package that has been
praised by coaches around the world for
its user friendliness.
No matter if you are using handheld
cameras such as the popular Casio Exilim
or more advanced studio cameras capable
of streaming live video images, Swing
Catalyst has the solution for you.
Do you own a launch monitor? Swing
Catalyst integrates all ball flight- and club
data seamlessly with the video analysis.
Recording video summaries for your
students branded with your own logo and
contact details is essentially a one-click
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affair.
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Some of the main features:
The Swing Catalyst software lets you
compare swings using the side by side
mode. You can playback each recording
at any speed and choose to synchronize
two swings at any point during the swing.
The software offers a number of drawing
tools that will assist your analysis and
make it possible to highlight areas for
improvements.
The software supports up to 4 cameras,
all perfectly synchronized. Choose from
a range of handheld consumer cameras
such as the Casio Exilim, or more
advanced high-speed USB-, Ethernet- and
FireWire cameras (please find a complete
list of recommended cameras on www.
swingcatalyst.com).
Swing Catalyst runs on Windows, but can
also be used on a Mac. Please visit
www.swingcatalyst.com to learn more
about running Swing Catalyst on your
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Mac.
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SWING CATALYST FEATURES
RECORD A LESSON

LAUNC MONITOR
INTEGRATION

Swing Catalyst lets you record

If you are using a TrackMan,

lesson summaries branded with your

a FlightScope or a GC2, all

own name, logo and contact details

ball flight- and club data are

in just a click. You can share the

seamlessly

videos on Facebook, or even send

stored together with the video

the video to your students’ smart

images. This makes it possible

phone. This makes it an easy task

to see if your student has

for the student to review what you

improved his or her results

have been working on and to come

over time.

prepared for your next lesson.

YOUTUBE, FACEBOOK
AND TWITTER
You are also able to upload lessons
directly to YouTube, and email a
private link of the video rather
than the video file itself. This is very
convenient if you prefer to record
lengthy videos. It also enables your
students to easily share their lesson
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on Facebook or Twitter.

integrated

and

ORGANIZE YOUR
SWINGS
The Swing Catalyst explorer
organizes all your recorded
swings by name, date and
time. It also lets you find, sort
and rediscover your students’
swings based on: type of club,
carry distance, spin rate and/or
smash factor using our unique
filtering feature.
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swingcatalyst
A complete game improvement system for golfers

Follow Swing Catalyst to
receive the latest updates:

CONTACT NORTH-AMERICA:

CONTACT GLOBAL:

E-mail:
com
Phone:

swingcatalyst@fullswinggolf.

E-mail:
Phone:
Skype:

contact@swingcatalyst.com
+47 91 32 35 36
SwingCatalyst

Address:
Address:

Full Swing Golf, Inc.
10890 Thornmint Road
San Diego, CA 92127 USA

Initial Force AS
Haakon VII’s gate 23c
7041 Trondheim, Norway

+1.858.946.1600

